Cross-Campus
Networked Concerts

Amherst and Hampshire Colleges
Jason Robinson, Assistant Professor (Amherst College)
Timeframe and scope

2010/2011

Marty Ehrlich, Hampshire
Jason Robinson, Amherst
Dan Warner, Hampshire

Larry Berger, Technical Coordinator for Music and Dance at Hampshire
Josiah Erikson, Computer/Network Specialist at Hampshire
ATS and Networking at Amherst

Culminating concert on March 28, 2011
Networked performance

“Inspiraling: Telematic Jazz Explorations”

NYU
Sarah Weaver - conductor, composer, coordinator
Amir ElSaffar - trumpet
Oliver Lake - alto saxophone
Min Xiao-Fen - pipa
Gerry Hemingway - percussion

UCSD
Mark Dresser - bass, composer, coordinator
Hafez Modirzadeh - tenor saxophone
Michael Dessen - trombone
Alex Cline - percussion

June 13, 2010
Technical configuration

Audio networking: Jacktrip, Jack OSX

Audio hardware: 8in/8out firewire digital audio interface, computer, various mics and cables, PA with monitors

Video networking: iChat or Skype

Connection to network: ethernet port, Internet2
Teaching context

Courses in electroacoustic performance and improvisation

Previous telematic projects with students (May 9, 2009)
TELEMATIC MUSIC CONCERT
Live Interactive Improvisations
with
Amherst College Student Ensemble
Christopher Payne, trumpet
Jonathan Thaler, piano
Philip Dupont, laptop
Maxwell Suechting, drums
Hampshire College Student Ensemble
Baron Collins-Hill, mandolin
Gabby Mogul, violin
Rob Liotello, contrabass
Ezra Teboul, guitar & electronics
Andrew Stanford, electronics
and
Marty Ehrlich
Jason Robinson
Daniel Warner
MONDAY MARCH 28 at 9:00 PM
Concert Sites: Buckley Recital Hall, Amherst College or Hampshire College Music Building
This concert will also be streamed live @ http://tiny.cc/acstream

Sponsored by
Five-Colleges, Inc.
Student experience

- Experience with new and emerging audio, video, and networking technologies
- Musical performance in a new “environment”
- Musical and philosophical questions about communication, interactivity, latency, dis/embodiment, performance, etc...
- Cross-campus networked perform within the Five Colleges
- Enabling Five College participation with projects beyond our campuses